Toddlers are always on the go and love to test their physical skills. They are learning language quickly and play next to other children. Their imaginations are soaring and developing control of their hands and fingers.

**At Home Material List**
**Toddlers – 2-3 years old**

- **Large/Chunky or Knob Puzzles (4-12 pieces)**
  To develop their small muscles and problem solving skills

- **Board books**
  Thick and sturdy books with detailed pictures or photos and short sentences/stories

- **Nontoxic art materials**
  (Crayons and markers that are thick to help them grasp) To their small muscles and creativity develop

- **Pretend Play**
  Play phone, kitchen sets, baby dolls, construction toys plastic animals, stuffed animals, or plastic cars to help their imaginations grow

- **Different sized boxes**
  Small boxes are good for stacking and building. Big boxes are fun to hide in or hide things under – even to draw on!

- **Large Balls**
  For kicking and throwing to exercise those large muscles